The navigation locks at the proposed Olmsted project, Ohio River, will consist of two 110-by 1,200-ft locks having a design lift of 21 ft. The locks' filling and emptying system consists of culverts from the land wall, the river wall, and the middle wall emptying into a single outlet structure located in the river.
The Olmsted Lock design is unique in that the four culverts from the two locks all terminate in a common outlet structure.
Tests were conducted on a 1:25-scale model of the proposed Olmsted Lock outlet structure that reproduced 1,150 ft of the Ohio River beginning 650 ft upstream of the outlet and approximately 400 ft of the width of the river.
This model was used to evaluate the performance of the outlet structure for the project.
Observations of flow patterns in the vicinity of the outlet structure during emptying operations indicated that no adverse flow conditions resulted from the combining of the four culverts into one outlet structure. Purpose and Scope of Model Investigation 2. The Olmsted Lock design is unique in that the four culverts from the two locks all terminate in a common outlet structure. There was concern that the combining of all four culverts could result in adverse flow conditions in and near the outlet structure.
The purpose of the model study was to document flow patterns during emptying from the land lock, the river lock, and both locks simultaneously, and make necessary structure modifications to the outlet structure if required. After the study was under way, it was decided that the stability of the proposed riprap plan should also be tested.
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PART II: THE MODEL Dye and confetti were used to study subsurface and surface current directions. Velocities were measured with a commercial current meter that was mounted to permit measurement of flow from any direction and at any depth. 11. The type I design riprap plan was tested with steady flow through the outlet for 5 hr (prototype) for the three lock emptying conditions with a river unit discharge of 130 cfs/ft concentrated along the lock wall and tailwater el 279. After both locks had been discharging 10,500 cfs per lock for 5 hr (prototype), a few stones were displaced in an area about 15 to 25 ft riverward from the outlet structure. When both locks were discharging 10,500 cfs per lock, a jet was present near the surface of the riverflow.
This high-velocity jet produced uplifting forces on the bed approximately 20 ft from the structure. This was an extreme test condition; however, it was felt that these tests needed to be conducted to determine riprap stability. This protection plan was also tested for 5 hr (prototype) with a discharge of 130 cfs/ft concentrated along the lock wall, a lower pool el of 279, and steady maximum discharges exiting both locks. Test results indicated that the type 2 design riprap plan was stable for these extreme flow conditions.
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PART IV:
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
13.
The navigation locks at the proposed Olmsted project will consist of two 110-by 1,200-ft locks having a design lift of 21 ft. The locks' filling and emptying system consists of culverts from the land wall, the river wall, and the middle wall emptying into a single outlet structure located in the river. The Olmsted Lock design is unique in that the four culverts from the two locks all terminate in a common outlet structure. Observation of flow patterns in the vicinity of the outlet structure during emptying operations indicated that no adverse flow conditions resulted from the combining of the four culverts into one outlet structure.
14. Stability tests were conducted with the type 1 design riprap plan, which consisted of stones having a D 5 0 of 20 in. placed from sta 30+46 to sta 35+66 and from the lock wall riverward 250 ft. This plan was tested for the three lock emptying conditions (steady flow through the land lock, the river lock, and both locks simultaneously) with a river unit discharge of 130 cfs/ft and a lower pool el of 279. With both locks discharging 10,500 cfs per lock for 5 hr (prototype), a few stones were displaced in an area about 15 to 25 ft riverward from the outlet structure. With this condition, the flow from the outlet produced a jet near the surface of the riverflow. This highvelocity jet produced uplifting forces on the bed approximately 20 ft from the structure.
15.
The type 2 design riprap plan (stones having a D 5 0 of 24 in.) was found to be stable for the flow conditions described in paragraph 14. These stones were heavier than the uplifting forces created by the surface jet issuing from the outlet structure.
16.
The outlet structure could perhaps be modified such that the lighter stone (D 50 = 20 in.) would provide adequate scour protection. However, the original design outlet structure performed satisfactorily during lock emptying operations. Therefore, the original design lock outlet structure (Plates 1 and 2) and the type 2 design riprap plan are recommended for the prototype. 
